
First NYC (2/22/15)
The King and His Tears: 
The Oracle about Moab 

Isaiah 15.1–16.14 

Sermon 
Isa 15 (p. 469). Reached 3rd oracle to the nations, this time to Moab. A 
relatively familiar char in Heb B. Descendants of Abr’s nephew Lot 
(Gen 19.37), settled to east of Dead Sea. Not large or powerful: nat 
roughly 30 miles square. Comparison: Rhode Is 48 mi N to S, 37 E to 
W. Yet faced same military threat that all other nats did: Assyria was 
coming. Once Aram fell, Moab would be easy prey. Ergo this oracle/
prophecy from Isa. Sobering prediction, but not wo hope. [Read txt.] 

Isa foresaw time when Assyrians would ransack northern cities (15.1–4) 
so everyone would rush south (15.5–9). Terrifying picture, one that we 
see all often: whether a Belgian woman leading her three small children 
through streets burned out by Nazis in WWII or 4M Syrians streaming 
into neighboring countries w little more than what they’re wearing. 

No wonder psg presents such grief. Ch. 15 like a thesaurus entry for 
crying: weep/weeping (2, 3), wails/wailing (2, 3, 8), shaved head & 
beard (2), sackcloth (3), prostrate (3), cry out (4 [2x]), outcry (8), 
lamentation (8). Brutal times awaited peo of Moab. Coming Assyrian 
attack would bring four devastating consequences. Ch. 16 tells us why. 
• refugee crisis (2–4): women (2), lit. “daughters,” not nec of age. 

Motyer: “refugees are the most pathetic sight in war, but girls suffer 
the cruellest [sic] fate” (151). Like fluttering birds (2) struggling to 
survive, pressed up impassable barrier. What to do? 

• environmental disaster (8). Well-tilled vineyards trampled. Healthy 
vegetation that sustained the peo of Moab trampled to ground. 

• econ loss (7, 9b–10). Closely tied to #2. Agrarian, dependent on land. 
cakes (7) not just a dainty, but indic of econ. No joy over harvests (9) 
bc no harvest, no singing at the presses (10) bc nothing to press. 
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• hopeless future (14). Worst is yet to come. as a serv bound by contract 

(14): counting down the days, precise measurement. All soon to be 
destroyed, the few who survive will be too weak to rebuild. 

Good reason for Moab to weep. We in west tend to be emotionally 
restrained, look w suspicion on those who grieve openly, confounded by 
cultures that hire mourners. But even for hardened, expressionless 
westerners like us, if we faced circs like this, we would be prostrate w 
weeping. & if it weren’t us but peo we loved who were on the run, 
nowhere to go, loss of all possessions, wo hope, we’d weep w them. 
Not only so, we’d be asking the same q they’d be asking: “where is G? 
doesn’t he care? isn’t he compassionate? what is he doing?” 

That’s where this psg opens up something almost incredible, something 
that even some Xians do not bel. Where is G in all this? What is he 
doing? This psg tells us what G’s doing: he’s weeping too. Did you see 
it? 15.5 (my heart cries out over Moab, cp. 15.4). Why is G weeping? 
Ch. 15 tells us why: bc of the refugee crisis (her fugitives flee, weeping 
as they go, 5), environ disaster (waters dried up, grass withered, 
vegetation gone, nothing green left, 6), econ loss (hard-earned 
possessions & all they’ve saved they now carry away, 7–8), hopeless 
future (still more, 9). IOW the things that makes G weep over Moab are 
the very same things that moved Moab to weep. Ergo 16.9: I weep, as 
Jazar weeps (16.9), lit. “I weep with the weeping of Jazar” or “I join 
Jazer to weep” (HCSB). G truly enters into their grief. 

But some Xians object, even some I respect greatly don’t bel that G 
actually weeps. Anselm: “G is compassionate in terms of our exp, bc we 
exp the effect of compassion [but] G is not compassionate in terms of 
his own being bc he does not exp the feeling of compassion” (ch. 8 of 
Proslogium). Feinberg: “Whether or not [G] is aware of our pain as we 
suffer, he certainly cannot feel it himself & suffer along w us” (No One 
Like Him, 65). Attempt to defend sov., not reactionary. So they’d say: 
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• textual: Isa, not G. True, not expressly stated. But my heart followed 

by I will bring (15.5, 9). Again, I have put an end to shouting  
followed by my heart laments (16.10–11). Clearly G the One weeping. 

• theological: anthropomorphism (16.9). Giving human chars to non-
human obj (e.g., “the trees of the field clap their hands”), to G (e.g., 
“the L’s arm not too short to save, ear too dull to hear”). G is Sp, ergo 
no arm or ear. But: behind bib anthropomorphism is something true 
about G. Arm > power. Ear > attentive. Weeps > grief. 

• logical: contradictory. G cannot be both sov & suffering. Xians I’ve 
been talking about negate suffering in favor of sov, but many Xians 
make opp error: G so enters into our suffering that he must not be sov, 
must be capable of change, just trying to make best of it. But Scr 
affirms both: same G puts an end to joy (16.10) & laments for Moab 
(16.11) The Serv K is a suffering Sov. Shouldn’t be surprised that G of 
B—infinite, eternal, unchangeable One—the G who is both Three and 
One—has emotional complexities beyond what we can understand. 

[Ill of Harry Potter’s 1st kiss. Girl named Cho who’d dated another guy 
who latter passed away. R&H asked what it was like. “Wet . . . bc she 
was crying.” R: “Are you that bad at kissing?” Herm: “Spends half her 
time crying these days.” R: “you’d think a bit of kissing would cheer 
her up.” Herm: “don’t you und how Cho’s feeling at the moment?” 
H&R: “No.” Herm: “Well, obviously she’s feeling very sad, bc of 
Cedric dying. Then I expect she’s feeling confused bc she liked Cedric 
& now she likes Harry & she can’t work out who she likes best. Then 
she’ll be feeling guilty, thinking it’s an insult to Cedric’s memory to be 
kissing Harry at all, & she’ll be worrying about what everyone else 
might say about her if she starts going out w Harry. & she probably 
can’t work out what her feelings toward Harry are anyway, bc he was 
the one who was w Cedric when Cedric died, so that’s all very mixed up 
& painful.” Rowling: “A slightly stunned silence greeted the end of this 
speech.” R: “One pers can’t feel all that at once, they’d explode.” Herm: 
“Just bc you’ve got the emo range of a teaspoon doesn’t mean we all 
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have.” If peo can have emo complexities beyond our understanding, we 
shouldn’t be surprised that G does too. My pt not to say that G is like a 
teenage girl, but that teenage girls—& teenage boys, adult women, adult 
men—are like G, all stamped w the divine image. Our emotional 
complexity is derivative from the One whose image we bear.] 

An incredibly hope-giving word. Inclined to think that G is far off & 
distant, that he left us to go our own way & deal w consequences of our 
actions by ourselves. Esp for us who affirm G’s sov rule over all things, 
tempted to conc that G is some kind of emotionless monarch who is 
emotionally distant from our predicament. Friends, that is not the G of 
the B. The G of the B weeps in your weeping, weeps over the same 
things you weep over. He is not distant. He has entered into your 
sorrow. “Can we find a Friend so faithful Who all our sorrows share?” 

• existential: wholly other. This the q of the skeptic. Can G really enter 
into my suffering? How? If he is the high & lofty One, the holy & 
majestic One? How can he understand my grief? Of all the objections 
perh the most serious, bc the ans to this paves path to hope. 

We know G enters in to our grief bc he did not remain the distant G in 
the heavens. See, G doesn’t just enter our grief emotionally, he enters 
our grief personally. Doesn’t just sympathize from without—amazing as 
that is—but empathizes from within. For G did not stay outside of us, 
away from our world, but literally entered our world in pers of J. & J 
was no stoic: prayed w loud cries & tears (Heb 5.7), was frequently 
troubled in heart (Mk 3.5), experienced weariness & thirst (Jn 4.6). All 
culminated in the wk we call his passion—his suffering. J doesn’t just 
weep over our refugee crises: became a refugee, man wo a home, 
ultimately abandoned even by his F. Doesn’t just weep over our 
environmental calamity: his own body dried up, withered to point he 
cried out “I thirst!” Doesn’t just weep over our econ loss: the One who 
was rich beyond our imagination willingly became poor so that through 
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his poverty we might become rich. Doesn’t just weep over hopeless 
future: walked path we deserved all the way to its end—all the way to 
death. & he did it for weeping, grieving peo like us. He did it in our 
path. He did it where we are. He did it for our sakes. 

But he did not stay dead. On the 3rd day death could hold him no longer 
& the One who walked the path of suffering & grief & pain all the way 
to death walked out of the grave to give life to the dying, hope to the 
hopeless, joy to the grieving. & bc he walked the path of grief, he enters 
into your grief & offers you the life & hope & joy of his resurrection. 

& bc he walked the path of grief out to the other side, he welcomes you 
to enter into his refuge. J stepped into our grief so we could step into his 
refuge. Hope G held out to Moab (16.1–5). Apparently Isa encouraged 
Moab to appeal to Jeru for help (1–2), even gave them words to say (3–
4a), held out hope that S of D, Isr’s M would welcome them & bless 
Moab w Isr (5). They didn’t have to face Assyria alone, G would gladly 
welcome them as his own. What kept Moab out? Their own pride (6). 
Refused to take G’s offer of help, thought they could save themselves 
on their own, wouldn’t submit. Tragic, a mistake some of you will make 
today. G offers you refuge in J, but your own pride keeps you from 
coming. Oh hear the call of G! Listen to his weeping over your plight! 
Feel his compassion for you! & come! Lay down your pride & come! 

What are we to do w this psg? 
1. In your grief, run to the refuge. Keller: “If G is no exception—if 

even he has suffered—then we cannot say he doesn’t understand, or 
that his sov over suffering is being exercised in a cruel & unfeeling 
way, or that he is a cold king who lets things ahpen wo caring about 
what we are going through. The cross makes it imposs for us to say 
such facile things. Since even he has not kept himself immune from 
our pain, we can trust him” (153). 
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2. In your prayers, ask God for tears. Cannot succumb to western 

societal standards for grief & mourning. Not more spir to bottle up 
our emotions, keep a stiff upper lip, pretend to be above grief/
sorrow/sadness. G made us to be emotional beings, emotions not a 
sign of sin but a sign of humanity. So ask G to give you such 
compassion for others that you would be moved to tears over their 
plight. Pray that you would not enter in w your deeds but w your 
emotions, that you would not merely offer help but that you would 
empathize, that you would not merely share a word but that you 
would share your heart. 

3. In your relationships, enter into their grief. Contra Job’s friends. 
Don’t stand aloof, don’t stand above. Enter in, weep, listen, 
sympathize, then welcome them to the refuge. Serve w deeds & 
words. 

Friends, ours is a very broken world. Every day each of us sees 
something that could break our heart & move us to weep—if only we 
have eyes and a heart to notice. Thankfully the Servant King sees and is 
moved w compassion over the plight of this world. He suffered and died 
for it, and he rose again to renew all things. So let his kingdom come, so 
let his will be done in us as it is in heaven.
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